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this is a book for teachers about teachers and by teachers written as part of the
esponseesponde to changes in the australian adult migrant english program AMEP during
he 1980s most AMEP programs were designed on needs based learner centered
lecentralized curricula following the ideas of nunan 1988 but the 1990s has seen a

hift to the concept of a competency based curriculum leading to the award of a

certificate in spoken and written english teachers voices is an account of the action
asearchesearch carried out by ten teachers who were involved in these curriculum changes

leegginninginning with two academic papers which set the scene

anne burns explains what is generally understood by action research and offers a

nodel for both the process and methodology which goes beyond that of kemmis and
IcTaggart 1988 she also emphasizes the need for teachers to receive support while

hey are engaged in action research susan hood gives an overview of the requirements

f the certificate in spoken and written english CSWE before proceeding to examine

lowtow different teachers have been able to organize their approaches to the syllabus in line

vith their own personalities or their operational demands

hoods paper leads directly to the first subsectionsub section on action research which briefly
discussesliscussesliscusses content selection and sequencing the first paper offers general considerations

vhilechile the second concentrates on those courses conducted in the students workplaces

the second subsectionsub section consisting of three papers on grammar has more unity the
SWE is based on the functional grammar approach of halliday 1985 and all three

fritersvriters admit that this forced them to reconsider their teaching approach the evidence
hat they present however suggests that this had a beneficial effect on their teaching

racticexacticerafticeractice and provided them with reasons for focussingfocussing on course design they also

ealizedrealized that a competency based curriculum did not imply that every lesson had to be

iirectlylirectlydirectly linked to the CSWE
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two papers on assessment reinforce bums earlier emphasis on the need for support

and interaction for action researchers and the different ways in which teachers can

structure courses while the final subsectionsub section on learners dismisses the suggestion that the

new curriculum removed the possibility of needs analysis and presents instances of
students differing learning styles

teachers voices is a short but important book for anyone interested in curriculum

design or reflective teaching given the growing interest in this approach particularly in

the pacific area richards and lockhart 1992 1994 ho 1995 this book is a timely and

valuable contribution to the literature on this aspect of professional development
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